John Wilson’s marks in 1831
Following this intro is a newly found source on how John Wilson’s knives were marked in 1831. The
scanned articles were originally printed in the “Portland Advertiser”, March 11, 1831, Vol. 1, No. 60,
p.4.
To our knowledge this is the only known detailed source on how Wilson trade knives were marked
during the rendezvous period. We leave it up to the reader to interpret the info, though we give you two
suggestions to comment.
Following the scanned photocopy we have made a clarification that we hope is true to the original.
In the process of finding these articles we have worked by the motto; Own the item, share the info!
Good Luck
/Mike & Char

Clarification
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The convinced invasion of John Wilson’s Corporation Mark, has compelled him to initiate legal
proceedings against a manufacturer, whose acknowledgement is copied below.
The public reminder that John Wilson’s

Mark is Four Pepper Corns, and, a Diamond, which
is stamped upon the goods of his manufacture, in one
of the following forms—I.WILSON

I.WILSON
WARRANTED

I,

I.WILSON
I.WILSON CAST STEEL
I.WILSON
SHEER STEEL

NOTICE
COUNTERFEITING A MARK.
MARK
JAMES HODGSON, of Shade Hill, in Sheff-

ield, Cutler, do acknowledge that I have very
fraudulently and improperly forged upon Shoe Knives
made by me, the MARK granted by the Corporation
of Cutlers to, and used by Mr . JOHN WILSON ,
of Sycamore street, for which he has commenced a
prosecution against me, but in consideration of my
Circumstances and large Family, and on thus pub-licly confessing my Offence, faithfully promising
never to do the like in future, and paying a small
Fine and all Expenses incurred , he most kindly consented to abandon the present Proceedings, for
which I feel myself truly grateful.—- Dated this 23d
day of November, 1830.
Witness,
JAMES HODGSON.
JAMES WILSON, Law Clerk to the Cutler’s
Com-pany
&.
Feb.

JAMES WILSON, Law Clerk to the Cutler’s
Com-pany
&.
Feb.
26.

A try at interpretation

